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 � The Big Picture.  The defining national security challenge facing the United States over the next decade or two is virtually 
certain to be the threat posed by a rising People’s Republic of China (PRC), controlled by the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP).

 { At the core of the competition between the United States and its closest near-peer rival—whether in the economic, 
political, or social spheres—will be technological innovation.1 

 � Beyond an Economic Power.  In recent decades, the CCP has made aggressive moves to build its own economic base in 
this area,2 and now seeks to expand its capabilities across the technology and innovation domains.3 

 { The PRC began this effort by actively seeking to dominate the manufacturing market for technology goods, producing 
equipment at costs well below those achievable in most other economies.4   

 { Over time, the PRC came to rely upon the theft of U.S. intellectual property at industrial scale—referred to as the greatest 
transfer of wealth in modern human history5—to create an entire industry of state-owned and state-influenced enterprises 
that, when combined today, generate a tremendous amount of the technology products and capabilities sold around 
the globe.6 

 { China is now going well beyond manufacturing-at-scale and is creating innovation on top of stolen IP, as it recognizes that 
whichever nation dominates the technology revolution—particularly in emerging technology areas like quantum computing, 
biotechnology, and artificial intelligence, to name just a few—will likely also win the larger geopolitical competition.

 � Made in China 2025.  A key aspect of the PRC’s effort to lead in the technology domain is its centralized planning efforts 
that have been in place for well over a decade.  In 2015, the China State Council issued Made in China 2025 (“PRC 2025”), 
a “broad set of industrial plans that aim to boost competitiveness by advancing China’s position in the global manufacturing 
value chain, ‘leapfrogging’ into emerging technologies, and reducing reliance on foreign firms.”7   

 { PRC 2025 aims to enable China to “make major technology breakthroughs, lead innovation in specific industries, and 
set global standards” by 2035 and “[l]ead global manufacturing and innovation with a competitive position in advanced 
technology and industrial systems” by 2049, with key areas of focus including next generation IT and telecommunications 
capabilities, high performance computing, advanced robotics, and artificial intelligence.8 

 � Getting to 2025.  While ostensibly emphasizing domestic development, the PRC plans to also rely on the “acquisition, 
absorption, and adaptation of foreign technology by PRC entities that recast these capabilities as their own,”9 and to build 
on these stolen technologies to create additional innovation.  

 { The PRC uses a range of methods to obtain U.S. and allied technologies: (1) outright theft of intellectual property;10 (2) 
forced technology transfer from new entrants to the Chinese market,11 (3) requiring new entrants to establish joint ventures 
with PRC companies;12 (4) requiring sensitive IP to be kept in China;13 (5) tax incentives to get production and R&D moved 
to China;14 (6) acquisition of American and allied companies with sensitive technologies directly or through bankruptcy 
proceedings;15 (7) corporate and government partnerships with U.S. companies, universities, and individual experts or 
academics, including through PRC talent programs and educational pipeline work;16 and (8) joining and (often) leading 
international standards setting bodies.17 

• The PRC’s Five-Year Plan for 2021-2025 indicates that China’s foreign research ties are key to developing the PRC’s 
capabilities in technology, and notes that it is the intent of the PRC government to also use regulatory measures in 
areas like antitrust, IP, and standards to promote its own exports.18 

Background
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 { In addition, the PRC government intends to make massive direct investments into key industries, including quantum 
computing, robotics, artificial intelligence, and cybersecurity,19 and employs low-interest and no-interest loans and 
massive state-driven subsidies—totaling well-over a trillion dollars—to allow its companies to compete more favorably 
in the marketplace,20 while also obtaining board seats to ensure sufficient influence over company decision-making.21  

 { In March 2015, China also announced a Digital Silk Road (DSR) effort to provide aid to other nations and using key Chinese 
industrial giants, like Huawei, to ostensibly improve telecomm networks, AI capabilities, cloud computing, and surveillance 
technology, among other things,22 which puts Chinese national champion equipment at the heart of those networks.23  

 { China is also increasing its investments in building up a STEM workforce—as it has for a while—and having already passed 
the U.S. in the number of Ph.Ds in 2007, some estimate that the PRC may graduate nearly twice as many STEM Ph.Ds 
two years from now;24 in addition, China is also proactively recruiting leading STEM players from around the world.25   

 { All of these efforts are buttressed by China’s longer-term efforts to secure its access to critical minerals and energy 
resources, from production to processing,26 and its parallel efforts to exclude U.S. and allied partners from access to 
such resources.27 

THE U.S. RESPONSE TO CHINA’S INCREASING TECH FOCUS

 � Ramping Up U.S. Reaction.  To date, the United States has sought to use significant trade measures to punish unfair PRC 
practices, including IP theft, forced technology transfers and the like,28 “ramped up law enforcement to counter China’s theft 
of U.S. IP, restricted certain PRC firms from U.S. infrastructure, started to scrutinize China’s role in federally funded research,”29  
and focused efforts on stopping the PRC’s exploitation of U.S. technology researchers in academia and industry.30

 { The U.S. has also worked with allies, like the EU, to engage in targeted limitations on technology transfer to China in 
areas like aerospace31 and semiconductors,32 and Congress has also sought to tighten its review of Chinese transactions 
in the United States33  and enhanced American export control laws.34 

 { Congress has also made major new R&D and production investments and commitments to fund new efforts in areas like 
semiconductors,35 critical minerals,36 basic science research,37 OPEN-RAN,38 and other emerging technologies under 
the CHIPS and Science Act.39
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 � The Importance of Basic Science Research.  The U.S. government has long been one of the key seed funders of critical basic 
science research in American universities and industry, and this has led to major breakthroughs in areas where the PRC now 
seeks to compete including in biotechnology, high-performance computing, quantum computing,  and artificial intelligence.40 

 { Such basic science research can benefit from government funding because the economic and business use cases may 
not immediately be obvious enough to garner the scale and scope of dedicated private funding to reach the breakthrough 
point;41 given that basic science research focuses on core capability development, not final goods, such funding doesn’t 
generally implicate concerns about direct government intervention in private markets.

 { Indeed, the federal government has long engaged in funding areas critical to the national interest, from defense technology 
to telecommunications, so there is strong precedent to continue and expand on these efforts.

 { Moreover, funding efforts like these also help develop the core STEM workforce that America needs to compete with a 
rapidly expanding PRC footprint.

 � Funding Basic Science and Workforce Development.  Given the above, it is important that the government make good 
on funding some of the critical basic science research and workforce programs authorized in legislation like the CHIPS and 
Science Act,42 including providing funding for next generation communications technologies and artificial intelligence,43 and 
avoid past failures to provide authorized funding, as happened with the America COMPETES Act of 2007.44 

 � Scope of Private Sector Research & Development.  Today, private sector research and development funding represents 
70% of all R&D expenditures in the United States,45 with technology companies leading the way, making up seven of the top 
ten R&D spenders, including all of the top five.46 

 { It is this expenditure on core R&D that makes the U.S. the technology innovation hub of the globe and that enables the 
practical implementation of the basic science research being conducted in labs and universities across the nation.

• Likewise, it is R&D expenditures—and the ability to rapidly iterate and innovate, enabled by a permissive economic 
and legal environment, and the availability of significant amounts of venture and growth capital as well as a highly-
skilled workforce—that has made the United States a global leader in the development of most modern technology, 
including computing hardware and software.

• These capabilities are not only at the heart of America’s economic success, they are also a core reason why our national 
defense capabilities remain relatively unmatched across the globe today.

 { If we are to compete effectively with the CCP-directed spending and technology buildout being conducted in the PRC, 
the U.S. and our allies must ensure that we continue to be the principal global hotbed of R&D and innovation.

• As such, rather than taking action to limit the capabilities of the top R&D investors in the U.S., including the technology 
companies that are in the top five R&D spenders in the nation, it is precisely this R&D spend that the U.S. government 
and our allies ought be encouraging to scale up.

• Likewise, as noted below, to ensure the U.S. remains a leader in creating innovation, we must keep in place the kind 
of economic incentives and regulatory structures that have worked so well thus far, and must avoid the temptation to 
artificially restrain successful innovators in the absence of actual, demonstrable bad behavior.

 � Increasing Private R&D Investment in Key National Security Areas.  To ensure the U.S. is able to effectively compete 
in this new environment, the government should provide tax and other economic incentives for increased private R&D 

Author’s Views And Recommendations 
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investment—both for new entrants as well as others that can scale at significant rates and therefore effectively compete with 
PRC national champions—in:

1) Continued development of high-performance computing capabilities and quantum technology; 

2) Further development of AI/ML capabilities, including generative AI, as well as capabilities to enhance the trust, safety, 
and security of AI-enabled systems;

3) Design and production, in the United States and allied nations, of bleeding-edge semiconductor capabilities, including 
for artificial intelligence and other critical applications; 

4) Production and processing, in the United States and allied nations, of critical minerals necessary for national security 
and technology applications; and 

5) Enhanced cybersecurity efforts and protection of intellectual property.

 { At the same time as it is incentivizing such investments, the U.S. government, and those of our allies, should also ensure 
that they are not actively taking action that would undermine the ability of key American and allied companies to scale 
their capabilities and take advantage of these innovations in a manner that allows us to actively stay ahead of the PRC.

 � The Criticality of the Global Technology Infrastructure.  Expanding the U.S. innovation footprint means not only focusing 
on the critical national security-related technology areas described above, but also ensuring that the United States is the 
primary provider of the core global technology and communications infrastructure.  

 { For the better part of the last six decades, the United States has benefited significantly from being the core hub of the 
global telecommunications infrastructure.  

• As the place where much of the world’s telecommunications systems come together, particularly when it comes to 
global Internet traffic, the United States has been able to innovate rapidly and gain both economic and national security 
benefits from this convergence.47   

• Today, however, PRC companies like Huawei and ZTE have become major players in communications infrastructure 
buildout, and there is the potential for the U.S. and our allies to lose our current lead as the primary provider of cloud, 
edge, and AI-computing capabilities to the world if a concerted effort is not made to ensure that this lead is retained. 

 { The very presence of a robust communications and computing infrastructure here in the United States (and the provision 
of American and allied capabilities globally) also has the benefit of driving further innovation in the U.S. and allied 
nations and putting computing capacity in the hands of those that can do the most with it from an economic success and 
development perspective.

 � Incentivizing Technology Infrastructure Investment.  It is critical that the government provide the right incentivizes for 
industry to build out both domestic and allied computing and communications infrastructure and invest in the capacity and 
innovation to deliver such capabilities globally.

 { To that end, the government should provide tax and other economic incentives for increased private investment in the 
development of such technologies and the broader deployment of large-scale computing infrastructure—in the United 
States and in allied nations—to support cloud and edge computing and to expand the accessibility of AI capabilities to 
U.S. and allied innovators.

 { As discussed further below, the government should also be cautious to not actively disincentivize—whether through 
overregulation or otherwise—such technology buildout.

 � Maintaining Capacity for Innovation.  Ensuring that the United States is able to access the underlying manufacturing capacity 
and workforce necessary to support a modern technology and communications infrastructure—including consistent access 
to semiconductors, critical minerals, and other core materials necessary to support major technological innovation—will also 
be of strategic importance to the United States in the coming years.  
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 { It is critical that government and industry work together to create the right tax and regulatory incentives to ensure that 
American and allied companies invest their money here (and in allied nations) to create much-needed capacity and to 
ensure that we have the skilled workers necessary to build and maintain this capacity.

• For example, while the CHIPS Act’s funding for semiconductor facilities will help the U.S. begin to break free from 
its existing reliance on a handful of sources for high-end semiconductors,48 more attention needs to be paid to 
commodity chips as well,49 an area that the PRC is focused upon,50 and incentives provided to ensure U.S. and allied 
production of these semiconductors.   

• While proper funding is critical, Congress should continue to insist on strong, economically effective guardrails in 
certain areas,51 including to ensure the government does not fund companies that are spending capital on advanced 
capabilities in competitor nations or transferring advanced technology to such nations, like the PRC.52 

 { Given the massive subsidies being provided by the PRC to its national champions, the government should also work to 
ensure that low-cost capital is available for critical industries at the heart of the technological innovation economy so 
that we can bring this manufacturing and other capacity—and the jobs that come with it—back to the United States and 
allied nations.53  

• Likewise, it is important that the government fully fund efforts authorized in prior legislation, like the Commerce 
Department’s establishment of technology and innovation hubs, that would help create jobs and strengthen 
manufacturing in critical industries like those discussed above.54 

AVOIDING HARMFUL REGULATIONS

 � Be Careful Congress.  To ensure that the United States remains a leader in technology innovation, particularly as the PRC 
seeks to actively take the lead, it is critical that the United States avoid adopting significant new regulatory or administrative 
policies—including enacting new laws or targeting enforcement efforts to focus on a narrow set of technology leaders—that 
would undermine the ability of the United States to effectively compete on a global scale.

 { Recent efforts on Capitol Hill to amend longstanding and highly effective antitrust laws that have served our economy 
well for decades55 are a key example of the kind of new policies that would be highly detrimental in the context of the 
ongoing economic and national security competition with China.

• These efforts seek to specifically target a handful of technology companies based on the nature and scale of their 
business and to create new laws that apply only to them.56 

• Such efforts—which appear principally driven on both sides of the aisle by policy issues largely unrelated to innovation 
or competition57—would likely have the effect of undermining the very companies that have the largest potential 
to benefit the United States and our allies by posing the biggest threat to the PRC’s effort to win the technology 
competition.58  

 ☐ To the extent there are concerns that market power actually is being used to undermine competition, there is little 
reason to believe that existing law—and the longstanding consumer welfare standard that undergirds them—when 
used appropriately, cannot effectively address these concerns and ensure the presence of free and fair markets.59

 ☐ To the contrary, enacting selective legislation like that currently being considered by Congress simply sends 
exactly the wrong message to new entrants, including innovators and creators:  namely, that if small, innovative 
businesses thrive and become highly successful, expanding not through unfair competition, but through market 
success, the government might seek to target them for special attention, creating laws to cut them down to size.60 
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 ☐ The same is true of enforcement efforts driven not by actual evidence of the misuse of market power but based 
on perceived inequities in a given market.

 ☐ And requiring successful American technology companies to give foreign competitors deep access to their 
hardware and software, bypassing traditional security controls, could create a massive nightmare and undermine 
our economic and national security.61

 { Such post hoc legislation and focused regulatory and targeted administrative actions disincentivize aspiring market 
entrants from joining the fray and likewise caution investors against putting up the capital needed to grow such businesses.  

• Regulators and legislators ought instead focus on true competition-related matters, such as whether market power 
is being utilized to gain an unfair and unlawful advantage or whether new entrants are actively being undermined 
using inappropriate forms of market dominance or influence.

• If, instead, laws are changed abruptly to focus on highly successful companies without clear evidence of the kind of 
anticompetitive behavior that would otherwise traditionally be actionable under existing law, the end result could 
be massively problematic when it comes to the competition with PRC.  

BEING “BEHIND” EUROPE IS A GOOD THING 
WHEN IT COMES TO REGULATION 

 � What is Going on In Europe?  Europe has continued to utilize aggressive regulatory legislation—most recently enacting 
the Digital Markets Act and the Digital Services Act—to tackle what some European politicians perceive as a too-powerful 
U.S.-led technology industry.

 { While these laws appear to be evenhanded as between American and EU companies, public pronouncements62 and 
recent enforcement actions under other laws, like the GDPR,63 make clear that that European legislators and regulators are 
more interested in taking down large, highly capable American tech companies, than actually creating a new legislative 
structure to address real competition concerns on the continent.64

 { There are those who argue that not having similar laws in the United States puts the United States “behind” our EU 
allies and that we ought play catch-up by rapidly enacting similar measures and pressing up on enforcement efforts.65  

• Unfortunately for these advocates, the economic and innovation scoreboard as between the United States and 
Europe—when looking at GDP growth,66 the creation of highly successful, highly innovative businesses,67 or building 
private companies whose technology innovations have a massive benefit for national and economic security68 —tilts 
decisively in favor of the U.S. today, as it has for the last five decades at least.

• The reason for the relative economic success of the United States over Europe, is straightforward: rather than 
seeking to drive specific market outcomes based on the way we think the economic world ought organize itself or 
targeting private sector actors for engaging in disfavored political speech or policy decisions that elected leaders 
might disagree with, the United States has sought instead to institute a broadly applicable set of rules designed to 
ensure that all market participants compete fairly.69

 ☐ These laws, which are designed to focus on fair competition, do not constrain companies from growing to a certain 
size or garnering significant market share, so long as they do so fairly without actively undermining competition; 
rather, they focus on behavior that actually undermines the proper functioning of markets.

 � Undermining Ourselves Relative to China.  While heavy governmental enforcement and regulatory actions with respect 
to technology companies may have some political purchase both at home in the U.S. and abroad with our allies, the reality 
is that such actions are likely to significantly undermine our ability to compete with the PRC.  
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WORKING WITH PARTNERS AND ALLIES

 � Ensuring U.S. and Allied Independence from the PRC.  The joint experience of the U.S. and many allies during the pandemic 
of being reliant on the PRC for critical supplies, whether personal protective equipment (PPE) or pharmaceutical precursors, 
has made clear—at least with respect to certain key supply chains, including semiconductors, rare earths, and other critical 
minerals—that we are going to need to work with our allies and partners to develop significant independence from the PRC.  

 { It is now clear, more than ever, that the PRC is engaged in a concerted effort not only to acquire their own independent 
access to these commodities and the underlying capability to make and process them, but also to force the United States 
and our allies to be reliant upon the PRC for access to them as well.85

 { The EU’s heavy-handed policies—as well as recent proposed legislation to modify antitrust laws here in the U.S.—not 
only target some of our most successful players that contribute directly to our national security70 and that have the 
ability and scale to push back on Chinese predation,71 but they also leave Chinese competitors, who already benefit from 
government-scale IP theft and massive subsidies in the form of direct grant programs and low- and no-interest loans, 
untouched and free to operate.72  

 � And What About AI?  Likewise with respect to artificial intelligence, the approach that best protects U.S. national and 
economic security is one that allows innovation to flourish, stepping cautiously to address legitimate concerns where 
regulation is warranted and appropriate, based on traditional considerations like a demonstrable market failure. 

 { Rather than rushing to broad-based regulation, as the European Parliament is about to,73 and limiting AI capabilities or 
applications,74  the wiser approach, consistent with the American approach to innovation, would be to identify potential 
regulatory need, assesses whether regulation is necessary and appropriate, and prioritize the voluntary adoption of industry-
driven frameworks,75 before moving to a regulatory posture, which in turn would build upon the voluntary frameworks.  

 { This is all the more important in rapidly moving areas of technology innovation like AI and quantum computing, where a 
key consideration is ensuring that government regulation does not crush innovation and deprive society their potentially 
massive benefits.  

• For example, while much has been written about the potential of AI to cause significant harm—with some claims 
being so overwrought and lacking in substance so as to undermine their own credibility76 and a flurry of claims about 
machine behavior77 that later are determined to be wildly inaccurate78—the fact is that AI has the potential to have a 
transformative effect on human society, raising all boats and allowing a broad range of workers to do mundane tasks 
more efficiently while freeing innovators to create even more productive tools and capabilities.79   

• The same can be said about quantum computing’s effect on encryption and privacy; while many have written on 
the threat to traditional cryptography from quantum-capable computers80—a very real problem to be sure—it is also 
important to consider the opportunities that quantum computing itself offers for privacy, including through quantum 
key distribution,81 and the development of quantum-resistant encryption algorithms.82 

 � Caution is the Word on AI Regulation.  Given all this, while Congress may be in something of a regulatory mood,83 the 
better approach on AI may be the more cautious one: encouraging those closest to the actual creation of the technology 
to craft potential frameworks and industry best practices that might guide the trusted, safe, and secure development and 
implementation of these technologies.

 { Congress can assist in this effort by getting itself smart on technology and working across the aisle to identify potential 
issues that might need to be addressed—as the Senate is doing today84—and stepping cautiously before introducing 
actual text and, to the extent it does act, providing safe harbors for the implementation of industry best practices and 
compliance with voluntary, industry-led standards might be a good place to start.
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 { This, of course, is an unacceptable state of affairs:  one in which our major peer competitor has us by the throat with 
respect to the very capabilities at the heart of our national defense and our economic competitiveness.  

• Congress and two consecutive Presidential administrations, recognizing these facts, have begun to take action to 
rectify matters, including through the enactment of the CHIPS and Science Act,86 the imposition of strict controls on 
semiconductor technology to the PRC,87 and provisions to address critical mineral extraction and processing in the 
Bipartisan Infrastructure Law,88 to name just a few.

 { But going beyond purely domestic investments—which are undoubtedly important—there is also a growing recognition 
that we will also need to ally-shore some of the capability to obtain and process these materials and create finished 
goods, as well as that we will need to protect the technology that makes this possible. 

• Doing this alone is untenable; it is critical that the U.S. and our allies work hand-in-hand to address these challenges.  

• There is simply not enough capacity or capability in any one country (including large blocks like the African Union or 
the EU) to effectively stave off the depredations of the PRC.  

 ☐ To the contrary, in recent years we have seen nations that are notionally in the allied bloc starting to shift their 
allegiances and policies towards the PRC.89   

 � Buttressing the Alliance Through Joint Action.  To that end, it is critical that we find a way to make common cause with 
our longstanding allies in both Europe and in the Indo-Pacific, as well as the Middle East and Africa, as appropriate.  

 { To do so will be no small feat; increasingly, as noted above, we see efforts in the EU block,90 as well as in key countries 
in the Indo-Pacific, like India,91 to legislate and act in ways that have a significant impact on our overall relationship, 
including across national security and technology.  

• Specifically, some of these pieces of legislation, as discussed previously, seek to target American companies and 
undermine their ability to effectively compete abroad.92   

 { Such measures make little sense at a time when the key threat to our nations collectively, comes not from within the 
alliance, but from a rising superpower controlled by the CCP that is actively hostile to the very notions underlying the 
world order crafted by the alliance.  

• We must push back against efforts that undermine the strength of these alliances and partnerships and focus instead 
on the larger threat that we all face in common.  

• To that end, while it would have been better had the EU been successfully cautioned against enactment of the DMA 
and DSA, it is now all the more critical that their implementation be carefully guided and not allowed to overreach.

 { There is strong support amongst citizens of allied nations for the U.S. and Europe working closely together on the 
response to adversary nations, like the PRC.  

• For example, a survey conducted last year by the American Edge Project revealed that American and European 
citizens in various countries:  (1) believe that the transatlantic partners share values significantly more than do 
China and Russia; (2) see those nations as economic and security threats that must be checked, particularly on the 
technology front; and (3) want to see close collaboration between the U.S. and Europe to confront the PRC and Russia 
on technology and security issues.93 

• Moreover, democratic values are solidified when the allied nations work together to make sure that impact of their 
own decisions on these complicated issues do not improperly undermine the capabilities of one another.  

 { All of these facts, taken together, make it all the more important that our nations work together, jointly, to get to the right 
allied outcome, which also benefits each member nation individually.
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GETTING OUR HOUSE IN ORDER AS WELL

 � U.S. Investment in the PRC is a Problem.  In 2022, the total U.S. foreign direct investment in China was $126.1 billion, an 
increase of more than $10 billion from the prior year.94  

 { Not only does this investment come from private companies, investment managers, and individuals, but also in the 
form of major corporate and government pension fund investment, including the federal retirement program, the Thrift 
Savings Plan.95   

 { While some of this investment may actually benefit American and allied consumers, including in non-critical industries, 
there is little question that some portion of this investment—and potentially a significant portion—is going towards 
capabilities and companies that significantly benefit the PRC in a way that undermines U.S. national and economic security.

• For example, American companies have made major investments in leading-edge Chinese companies, including in 
the artificial intelligence arena.96   

• By one metric, U.S. investors “accounted for nearly a fifth of investment deals in Chinese AI/ML companies from 
2015 to 2021.”97 

 { The Biden Administration has long been rumored to have a draft outbound investment Executive Order in the interagency 
process for vetting,98 but multiple reports have also indicated that opposition in parts of the U.S. investment community 
has stalled further progress.99   

• Congressional engagement on the issue could help push the effort along by pressuring the Biden Administration to 
act now and might also result in an appropriate policy that provides clear authority and direction to the White House 
to act, and both limits the CCP benefitting from undermining U.S. national security while allowing less problematic 
investments to continue forward, as appropriate.

 � Limiting Outbound Investment in the PRC.  Countering the PRC’s effort to establish technology supremacy also requires 
starving the CCP of its economic lifeblood, capital from abroad, particularly in the form of U.S. investment capital which, 
while perhaps a small relative amount, nonetheless provides a key signaling function to others.  

 { Limits on outbound investment from the U.S., particularly in critical industries at the heart of U.S. national security like 
high performance computing, semiconductors, critical minerals, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, and quantum 
computing, to name a few, ought to be established by statute.

• At a minimum, the Executive Branch should be provided clear authority to impose focused, national security-driving 
restrictions accompanied by strong legislative direction to do so forthwith.

 { To that end, Congress ought take up and enact legislation that would appropriately limit U.S. persons (including entities 
and individuals)—and in particular, U.S. federal government funds—from investing in the PRC, whether directly or indirectly, 
in industries that are critical to our economic and national security, such as artificial intelligence.

 � Growing a STEM-Capable Workforce.  There is no question that the United States is falling behind the rest of the world—in 
particular the PRC—when it comes to STEM-education for our current and future workforce.100 

 { Given this, the U.S. must take action to grow our STEM workforce, including funding the workforce-related programs 
authorized in the CHIPS and Science Act.101   

 { In addition, Congress should consider redirecting existing resources and providing new resources to states in the form 
of block grants,102 and encouraging them to deploy these grants through public schools, public charter schools (some 
of which have highly innovative curricula in the technology domain),103 and, as appropriate, private institutions. 

 { This effort must be partnered with programs that provide incentives to our current students and workforce to encourage 
them to stay here and develop their new technology and build businesses in the United States over the long-term.  
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• These incentives could include tax benefits for entrepreneurs that look to build new startups in the U.S. and hire 
American workers to develop their code.

 � Leveraging Those That Study Here. The effort to grow a modern domestic workforce that can deliver on the jobs of the 
future is admittedly a long-term plan.  Given this, it is critical that that the U.S. government act now to fill the gap,104 and 
reform our broken immigration system to also ensure that we are recruiting and retaining the best and brightest students 
the world has to offer.

 { One of the nation’s most enduring achievements historically, is our “ability to attract and retain some of the world’s best 
STEM talent…[that can] drive research and development efforts.”105  

 { Yet our current immigration system makes little sense, in that it allows a wide range of undergraduate and graduate students 
to benefit from our world-class higher education system, but then—with exception of the small number that are able to 
obtain H-1B visas or otherwise stay in the United States—requires them to return home to build businesses abroad.106 

• Indeed, this poorly thought-out policy actually forces American companies to hire high-skilled workers abroad and 
deprives our own economy of the benefits of their employment here, including the tax revenues and spending of 
these high-skilled, high-wage workers.107 

 { To be sure, any program that creates a path to work—and permanent residency for those that build their businesses 
here—should have stringent pre-admission vetting to address potential IP theft and foreign intelligence concerns, and 
would stand in sharp contrast to the system currently in place, which benefits our adversaries at our expense.  

 � Retaining High-Skilled Talent from Abroad.  Given this, there can be little question that our approach to immigration and 
education could use harmonization to promote American leadership and economic success.

 { A recent CSIS report—citing work by a pair of Harvard Business School professors—makes key immigrations recommendations 
that are worth considering, including:

1) Removing the caps on employment-based permanent resident status; 

2) Ensuring that USCIS distributes all of the green cards already allotted by Congress; 

3) Significantly increasing the number of H-1B visas (by at least 50%); 

4) Improving the Optional Practical Training (OPT) system by significantly increasing eligible years of work for graduates; 

5) Removing the requirement that foreign students’ work be directly related to their specific field of study;  

6) Exempting participants in the OPT system from the H-1B lottery process; and 

7) Creating a dedicated startup visa program for foreign entrepreneurs and students currently studying in the U.S., a 
concept that appeared in a more limited form in earlier versions of the CHIPS and Science Act.108   

 { Other approaches that have garnered bipartisan support—and deserve more—include issuing more green cards, 
shortening wait times for green cards for foreign STEM students who get their Ph.Ds. at U.S. universities, and the like.109   

 { The ongoing failure to address the immediate problem created by our immigration system today as well as the long-term 
challenge in our educational system when it comes to STEM education is, without a doubt, creating significant national 
security risk at a time when the U.S. can least afford it, particularly as our adversaries look to take advantage.
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 � For at least a half century, if not significantly longer, the United States has been the world’s leading engine of innovation, 
driving much of the growth and development of the global information infrastructure, including the Internet as we know it today.

 { The innovation has benefitted the United States both economically and militarily, providing innovation and capabilities 
that have cemented the United States as a global superpower.

 � Today, however, the PRC poses a major strategic challenge to America and our allies, including across the entire economic 
and national security landscape.

 { There is little chance that standing alone, any one nation or current bloc of nations will successfully be able to confront 
and beat China when it comes to economics and (soon) military might.

 { Given the centrality of technology innovation to our economic and military success going forward, it is critical that the 
United States act now to quickly and significantly shore up its ability to ensure it remains the tech capital of the globe, and 
that we and our allies, working together, are able to leverage joint technology innovation, research, and development, 
as well as combined production capabilities to gain a significant measure of economic independence from the PRC.

 � This will require major muscle movements within all allied countries, including the United States, as well as working across 
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, to make common cause when it comes to technology innovation.  

 { For the U.S. government, this means making long-term, sustained investment in basic science research and growing an 
organic, highly educated, STEM-oriented workforce.

• It also means limiting outbound investment from the U.S. into China in critical national security technology areas.

 { For policymakers in the U.S., it means providing investment and tax incentives for:  (1) increased private sector R&D; (2) 
building innovative U.S.-based startups that are hiring Americans at home; and (3) building the next generation of the 
world’s tech and telecommunications infrastructure here.

• It also means undertaking affirmative efforts to retain the highly skilled talent from around the globe that comes to 
the U.S. to study but is often forced out of the United States following schooling.

 { And for policymakers on all sides of the world’s two largest oceans, it means not undertaking policies that would 
undermine the ability of or incentive for private sector actors to build, grow, and scale companies, and to instead focus 
on problems that actually harm competition.

• That means not targeting our most-innovative companies with economic threats to their survival simply because: 
they are “too big”; they are not based in the European Union; or because their business policies—unrelated to 
competition—raise political concerns.

• Rather, it means making common cause across the public-private divide and across national borders to help address 
the very real challenge we all face from an expanding, aggressive PRC.

• It also means stepping cautiously on AI and, while taking affirmative steps to ensure that trust, safety, and security is at 
the core of AI development and implementation, not stepping out so far as to hamper innovation with overregulation.

 � While the challenge ahead will no doubt be difficult to overcome, the allied coalition certainly has the capabilities to succeed; 
the only question is whether we will allow ourselves to take advantage of them.

Conclusion
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